Agricultural Advisory Committee Meeting to be held on Thursday, March
11, 2021 at 10:00 a.m. via video conference.

AGENDA
1.

CALL TO ORDER

2.

LATE ITEMS

3.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA
THAT the Agenda for the March 11, 2021 Agricultural Advisory Committee
Meeting be approved.

4.

ADOPTION OF MINUTES
THAT the Minutes of the Agricultural Advisory Committee Meeting held
on February 11, 2021 be adopted. (Page 1)

5.

NEW BUSINESS

(1)

Delegation – Shannon Roberts – Blooming Meadows
Presentation on the concerns of farmers in close proximity to the proposed
CP Logistics Park.

(2)

Staff Introduction
Introduction of Cameron Reimer, new Manager of Operations.

(3)

Discussion on proposed CP Logistics Park

(4)

Update on the AAC Application Tracker (Page 15)
A. Berry, Director of Planning and Development to provide an update on
the AAC Application Tracker.

(5)

Update on the AAC Action Items (Page 19)
A. Berry, Director of Planning and Development to provide an update on
the AAC Action Item Tracker.

Agenda for the Agricultural Advisory Committee Meeting – March 11, 2021

6.

ROUND TABLE

7.

ADJOURNMENT
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Disclaimer: These minutes were prepared as a reasonable summary of the essential content of this
meeting, not as a transcription.

MINUTES of the Agricultural Advisory Committee Meeting held on Thursday,
February 11, 2021 at 10:00 a.m. via video conference.
PRESENT:
Voting Members:

J. Bachmann
M. Banns
H. Bitter
S. Howkins
L. Kemper
D. Kosicki
P. Robinson
W. Wisselink

Ex-Officio:

Mayor Dingwall

Non-Voting Members:

N. Mori, Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Fisheries

Council Liaisons:

Councillor MacDonald
Councillor Simpson

Other Council Members:

Councillor Meachen

Staff:

A. Berry, Director of Planning & Development
(Chair)
A. Dominelli, Development Services Technician
B. Morgan, Manager, Emergency Program

Regrets:

M. Manion

Guests:

J. Edwards – CP Rail
D. Gardea - Kirk and Co. Consulting
G. Hughes-Games - Hemmera Environmental
Consultant
M. LoVecchio – CP Rail
J. Van Humbeck – CP Rail

Recording Clerk:

T. McCaw, Committee Clerk ll
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Minutes of the Agricultural Advisory Committee Meeting – February 11, 2021

1.

2

CALL TO ORDER
The meeting was called to order at 10:01 a.m.

2.

LATE ITEMS
None.

3.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA
It was MOVED and SECONDED THAT the agenda for the February 11,
2021 Agricultural Advisory Committee Meeting be approved.
CARRIED.

4.

ADOPTION OF MINUTES
It was MOVED and SECONDED THAT the Minutes of the Agricultural
Advisory Committee Meeting held on January 14, 2020 be adopted.
CRRIED.

5.
(1)

NEW BUSINESS
Canadian Pacific Railway Presentation
J. Edwards, J. Van Humbeck, & M. LoVecchio provided a presentation on
the CP Logistics Park: Vancouver concept forming a part of the original
minutes as Attachment 1.
•
•
•

•

Proposed Logistics Park is estimated to open late 2027 or early
2028;
Currently incorporating feedback received from community
engagement session from Jan 2021;
Three major rail and transload components to this project:
o Auto lot for North American made automobiles intended for
local distribution;
o Agricultural Hub for Canadian agricultural products;
o Liquids transload and rail facility, for transportation of ethanol
and fuel to mainly serve demands of the lower mainland; and
CP Rail has undertaken a comprehensive site study which is available
online at www.cplogisticspark.ca.
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Following the presentation, the Mayor, Council Liaisons and Committee
members participated in a discussion, with the following main themes
noted:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Council is unanimously opposed to this project;
Concerns around losing 100 acres of agricultural land;
Fire and community safety concerns were raised;
Detriment to air, soil and water as a result of the expansion;
Concerns regarding the current tax base paid by CP which is a class
6;
The Logistics Park is set to be built on what is thought to be the best
land from a growing point of view;
Questions regarding the evaluation of the 14 Key Value
components;
Any consideration to not proceed with the construction of the
Logistics Park?
Concerns regarding the future land acquisition plans for CP in Pitt
Meadows;
Transportation of goods is important for local farmers;
Canada is considered an unreliable supplier of agricultural products
mostly due to transportation inconsistency;
Recommendation for CP to work with the current land farmer of the
proposed site as planting decisions will need to be reviewed;
If the Kennedy Road overpass will be fundamental in the
development of the Logistics Park;
Concerns with increased truck traffic brought into the City;
Concerns around the Kennedy Road intersection as it is already at
maximum capacity;
Storm Water Management and drainage concerns;
Negative impacts on surrounding farms as a result of the proposed
development such as dust and silt on plants and crops;
Request was made that CP offer local farmers the opportunity to
have the topsoil from this land prior to CP Rail bringing in fill to the
site;
Importance of producing food close to where it is consumed; and
In 2014, the City’s published its official Transportation Master Plan
which identifies a proposed arterial road connecting Kennedy Road
to Ford Road with a connection via McTavish Road; this is protected
for the City and CP should design their proposed facility around
proposal.
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Some of the comments made by CP Rail in response included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

CP is looking to evaluate what is important to its stakeholders;
The south lands on Kennedy Road were purchased in 2018;
Competitive study was done to ensure and identify other potential
sites that would fit the criteria, and complete a comparison;
There is no one other location that was identified that has lower
overall impacts;
Intent is to move forward with regulatory approval at the end of
2021;
It was noted that CP has acquired all lands required for this project
with no intent to move deeper into agricultural land;
Transload facility which will be set for bringing in products from the
east of Canada and US into the Vancouver market;
Goods and products will be transported in railcars, removed and
trucked into the local markets;
Focus on supporting prairie farmers, agriculture and specialty
grains;
This project will be reviewed by the Canadian Transportation
Agency (CTA);
Environmental approval will come with a number of conditions from
the CTA who has various enforcement mechanisms;
It is a fair assumption that by 2023 this land will no longer be farmed;
Commitment made on behalf of CP Rail to maximize the time this
land can be farmed;
Kennedy Road overpass is not required to support this proposed
project;
CP Rail is interested in moving forward on the overpass and
underpass projects as they remain separate projects;
Working with the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure on the
traffic studies and all of the traffic impacts in the area;
Storm Water Management is an item that the Environmental Team
is working on as it has been raised as concern through public
engagement;
Completing various technical studies and looking to develop a
regional model around the Katzie Slough, inputs and output request
from the City and how the different pump stations are being
managed;
Looking for feedback, concerns, comments, recommendations from
members of the AAC and residents of Pitt Meadows in order to put
forward the best project possible.
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The Mayor, Council Liaisons and Committee members were given a final
opportunity to speak with the following main themes noted:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Anticipate a significant increase in truck traffic coming from Logistics
Park to and from Kennedy Road and the Golden Ears Bridge;
Concerns with all three major components of this project;
Recognition of potential negative impacts on community;
The City values the AAC’s input and feedback;
Expectation that train volumes will double through Pitt Meadows;
Confusion regarding CP’s messaging regarding the connection of
the Kennedy Road overpass project and the Logistics Park;
Mitigation strategies for dust control and Storm Water
Management;
Staff noted that as a part of CP’s process, the AAC can expect CP to
return and present mitigation ideas before the submission of their
application to the CTA; and
Concerns that the rest of the country is benefitting from this at the
cost of Pitt Meadows losing 100 acres of agricultural land.

CP Rail was given a final opportunity to speak in response to the
committee’s comments with the following main themes noted:
•
•
•

Push is to put in the CTA application, including all mitigation
strategies;
Kennedy Road overpass is beneficial to the project but not essential;
and
Mitigation strategies will be part of CTA application including a
table of commitments.
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It was MOVED and SECONDED that the Agricultural Advisory Committee:
A.

Request CP Rail return to the Agricultural Advisory Committee
meeting scheduled for May 13, 2021 to present the findings on their
technical study in relation to the development of the CP Logistics
Park: Vancouver Concept; AND

B.

Request CP Rail return to the Agricultural Advisory Committee
meeting scheduled for September 9, 2021to present the final
mitigation findings in relation to the development of the CP
Logistics Park: Vancouver Concept prior to the application
submission to the Canadian Transportation Agency in order for the
members of the AAC to be given the opportunity to provide
feedback and input.
CARRIED.

(2)

FireSmart Economic Recovery Fund
B. Morgan, Manager, Emergency Program, verbally presented on the
FireSmart Economic Recovery Fund grant opportunity recently launched
by the government of British Columbia which can be viewed as Attachment
2.

It was MOVED and SECONDED THAT the Agricultural Advisory Committee:
A.

Supports the application for the UBCM FireSmart Economic
Recovery Fund.
CARRIED.

(3)

Letter from the City’s Director of Engineering and Operations regarding
Approval of Non-Fish Friendly Flood Infrastructure
A. Berry, Director of Planning & Development, spoke to the letter written
to Watershed Watch regarding the approval of Non-Fish Friendly Flood
Infrastructure as information for the members of the AAC.
Committee members participated in a discussion, with the following main
themes noted:
•

Positive feedback and support was given regarding the said letter.
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It was MOVED and SECONDED THAT the Agricultural Advisory Committee:
A.

Supports the letter to Watershed Watch from the City of Pitt
Meadows regarding the City’s approval of non-fish friendly flood
infrastructure.
CARRIED.

(4)

Update on the AAC Application Tracker
A. Berry, Director of Planning and Development, provided an update on
the AAC Application Tracker which forms a part of today’s Agenda
package.

(5)

Update on the AAC Action Items
A. Berry, Director of Planning and Development, provided an update on
the AAC Action Item Tracker which forms a part of today’s Agenda
package.

6.

ROUND TABLE
The committee engaged in a round table discussion. Highlights included:
•
•

7.

Discussions around the 2021 Recruitment Campaign; and
Thanks was given to Mayor and Council for ongoing support and
firmly speaking up for the needs and wants of the residents of Pitt
Meadows in relation to the newly proposed CP Logistics Park.

SUMMARY OF TODAY’S ACTION ITEMS
1. CP to be invited to present to the members of the AAC at both the May
13th & September 9th meetings.
2. Discussion on logistics around CP and the members of the AAC working in
collaboration outside of the City’s platform.
3. Staff to review options on how to include other farmers in AAC meetings.
4. Staff to invite the new Manager of Operations, Cameron Reimer to our next
AAC meeting.
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5. Letter from local farmer/resident of Pitt Meadows be shared with
presenters from CP Rail.
8.

ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjourned at 12:20 p.m.
The next meeting for the Agricultural Advisory Committee is set for
March 11, 2021 at 10:00 a.m.
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ATTACHMENT 1

CP Logistics Park: Vancouver
1

Jeff Edwards, Assistant Vice President, Market Strategy and Demand Management
Joe Van Humbeck, System Manager Environmental Assessment

CP values communication
with communities across its
network.
CP is proposing to construct
a multi-modal, multicommodity transload and
logistics facility adjacent to
its Vancouver Intermodal
Facility in Pitt Meadows.
The project would meet
increased rail demand in
Canada’s largest trade
gateway.

2

9

ATTACHMENT 1

Multi-Round
Engagement

CP anticipates a multi-year planning and consultation process for
the proposed CP Logistics Park: Vancouver.
The input you provide during the community consultation process
will be carefully considered as CP prepares its project design and
submits its regulatory application to the CTA.

3

4

10

ATTACHMENT 1

Valued Components and Project Description

A key component of CP’s
application to the Canadian
Transportation Agency (CTA)
is the submission of a Project
Description and Environmental
Effects Evaluation.

5

CP Logistics
Park: Vancouver
Location: Pitt Meadows, BC
Objective: Create a world class,
purpose-built transload and logistics
facility capable of meeting increased rail
demand in Canada’s largest trade
gateway.
Components:
• Agricultural hub
• Auto lot
• Liquids transload

6

11

ATTACHMENT 1

Location and
Need
Existing facilities are nearing
capacity.
The project would:
• Allow CP to meet its
regulatory obligations with a
modern facility;
• Meet the needs of a growing
Metro Vancouver; and
• Provide agricultural
opportunities for Canadian
producers.
7

Environmental Benefits

Reducing the number of trucks on
regional highways, reducing greenhouse
gas emissions;
Cutting shipping emissions by reducing
the number of empty containers shipped
to Asia from Canada; and
Adding a modernized auto lot which
includes electric vehicle charging stations
to meet demand for electric vehicles in
British Columbia.

8

12

ATTACHMENT 1

Community and Economic Benefits

Providing 150–250 direct jobs and
hundreds more during construction;

Increasing the property taxes to the City
of Pitt Meadows;
Helping Canadian famers access markets
around the world; and
Adding capacity to support Canadian and
provincial trade goals.

9

cplogisticspark.ca
Company Contact
Joe Van Humbeck
engage@cplogisticspark.ca

10

13

ATTACHMENT 2

EMERGENCY PROGRAM
UBCM FIRESMART ECONOMIC RECOVERY FUND
FireSmart Economic Recovery Fund - to support job creation to build resiliency and
assist communities in recovering from economic impacts of COVD 19. Ministry of
Forests, Lands, Natural Resource and Rural Development provided $10 mil.
Grant Maximum - 100% of costs of eligible activities to a maximum of $150,000,
Regional Projects maximum of $500,000 (an invitation has been sent to Katzie First
Nation for inclusion in this project).
Completion - Projects must be complete one year from approval, approvals come
generally 3 – 4 months after submission (March 19). Starting date will be approximately
July 2021, the grant must be finished in one year from approval date.
Project - To include Farm/Ranch Wildfire Resiliency Plan Workbook



Funding will cover the cost of fuel management equipment such shovels,
handsaws, gloves, ladders, PPE, sanitation supplies and basic first aid supplies).
Mitigation activities identified in workbook may be carried out for people who
are 65 years or older, elders, limited mobility, vulnerable population who cannot
do it for themselves (labour costs only).
o Fire rated roofing, non combustible gutters & decking, removing roof
debris, ignition resistant exterior, tempered glass, gaps in floors
o Move woodpiles/building materials
o Relocate outbuildings not meeting FS guidelines
o Removal of thinning of coniferous trees
o Remove branches, logs, needles and leaves
o Reduce surface vegetation, long grass and flammable shrubs

OTHER GRANT OPPORTUNITIES
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/industry/agriculture-seafood/programs/agribusiness-planning-program
STREAM TWO


Group and Individual Applications



Business Plan Coaching



COVID 19 Business Recovery Planning



Specialised Business Planning



Business Recovery Planning and Specialized Business Planning

CONTACT
Barbara Morgan, Emergency Program Manager
Email - bmorgan@pittmeadows.ca
14

Phone - 604.460.6713
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AAC APPLICATION TRACKER
DATE

November
27, 2020

APPLICATION

Fill Deposit Application
– 18385 Old Dewdney
Truck Road

COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION

It was MOVED and SECONDED THAT the Agricultural Advisory
Committee: Supports the fill deposit application to import structural
fill for the construction of an abattoir at 18385 Old Dewdney Trunk
Rd.

COUNCIL STATUS

On December 15, 2020 It was MOVED and
SECONDED THAT Council:
A. Approve the issuance of a Soil Removal and Fill
Deposit

ALC STATUS

On November 27, 2020, ALC File:
61638 Re: Notice of Intent to place fill
on Land in the Agricultural Land
Reserve, was approved.

Permit for 18385 Old Dewdney Trunk Road to
deposit
2912m3 of structural fill, with the following
conditions:
A.1 Issuance of a Highway Use Permit for hauling
along the
Neaves Road and Old Dewdney Trunk Road truck
routes, prohibiting roadside parking or staging;
AND
A.2 Prohibiting filling activities on Saturdays,
Sundays and
statutory holidays and restricting operations to the

15

hours between 7:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. any other
day
of the week; AND
A.3 Execution and monitoring of Erosion and
Sediment
Control (ESC) measures as prescribed by Braun
Geotechnical Ltd. and as required per provincial
best
management practices and qualified professional
reports; AND
A.4 Implementation of all geotechnical
recommendations
for site preparation, foundation design and field
review as recommended by Braun Geotechnical
Ltd;
AND
A.5 Compliance with all relevant legislation and
permitting
requirements, including municipal, regional,
provincial
and federal jurisdictions.

1

AAC APPLICATION TRACKER
DATE

APPLICATION

COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION

COUNCIL STATUS

ALC STATUS
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November
24, 2020

Development Variance
Permit Application –
17480 Ford Rd. Detour

It was MOVED and SECONDED THAT the Agricultural Advisory
Committee: Supports the development variance permit application
for 17480 Ford Road Detour for a mobile home to be located 195 m
from an existing single family dwelling.

Approved by Council on Jan. 26, 2021

November
20, 2020

Non-Farm Use
Application – Meadow
Valley Meats – 18315
Ford Road

It was MOVED and SECONDED THTAT the Agricultural Advisory
Committee: Supports the ALC Non-farm Use Application for 18315
Ford Road for a temporary addition to the meat processing facility

Under review.

November
25, 2020

Exclusion Application –
18601 Lougheed
Highway

Direct Staff to forward to the ALC, with a
recommendation of support, the application
for a non-farm use at 18315 Ford Rd to
permit an addition to the existing meat
processing facility for the duration of the
COVID-19 Pandemic.
Approved by Council on Jan. 12, 2021

October 8,
2020

Exclusion Application –
11898, 11848, 11834
and 11782 Baynes Rd
(File 6635-20-2020-05)

It was MOVED and SECONDED THAT the Agricultural Advisory
Committee recommends the comments from this meeting related
to the Exclusion Application for 11898, 11848, 11834 and 11782
Baynes Rd be forwarded to Council for consideration as a part of
the application.

It was MOVED and SECONDED THAT
Council: A. Receive for information the Staff
Report titled “Agricultural Land Commission
Exclusion Applications for 11898, 11848,
11834 and 11782 Baynes Road” dated
January 18, 2021; AND B. Direct Staff to
forward the Agricultural Land Reserve
Exclusion Applications for 11898, 11848,
11834 and 11782 Baynes Road to the
Agricultural Land Commission with a
recommendation of support.

Under review.

July 16,
2020

NON-ADHERING
RESIDENTIAL USE
APPLICATION – 19831
McNEIL ROAD

It was MOVED and SECONDED THAT the AAC support the nonadhering residential use application for 19831 McNeil Road subject
to:

It was MOVED and SECONDED THAT the
AAC support the non-adhering residential
use application for 19831 McNeil Road
subject to:

Approved by ALC on Dec. 16, 2020
subject to covenant requiring
demolition within 60 days of
occupancy of new house and
reclamation of land where existing
house is; and $30,000 bond

Under review.

It was MOVED and SECONDED THAT the Agricultural Advisory
Committee: Supports the ALC application to exclude 18601
Lougheed Highway from the Agricultural Land Reserve subject to a
contribution to the City’s Drainage Reserve.

The existing dwelling and garage being demolished upon
completion of the new dwelling; and
Receipt of a $100,000 bond and second dwelling agreement.

The existing dwelling and garage being
demolished within six months of the
completion of the new dwelling; and
Receipt of a $50,000 bond and second
dwelling agreement.
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AAC APPLICATION TRACKER
DATE

March 12,
2020

APPLICATION

SUB-DIVISION
APPLICATION – 14351
MCKECHNIE ROAD

COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION

It was MOVED and SECONDED THAT Council be informed that the
Agricultural Advisory Committee strongly supports the subdivision
application for 14351 McKechnie Road and PID 013-529-269 as
amended.
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March 12,
2020

NON-ADHERING
RESIDENTIAL USE
APPLICATION – 19730
OLD DEWDNEY TRUNK
ROAD

It was MOVED and SECONDED THAT Council be informed that the
Agricultural Advisory Committee does not support the non-adhering
residential use application for 625m2 principal residence at 19730
Old Dewdney Trunk Road due to the size of the proposed newly
constructed home. The Committee supports the building of a new
home that is within ALC regulations and on the existing preloaded
site.

Jan. 23,
2020

NON-ADHERING
RESIDENTIAL USE
APPLICATION – 12266
MCTAVISH ROAD

It was MOVED and SECONDED THAT Council be informed that the
Agricultural Advisory Committee supports the non-adhering
residential use application for 12266 MacTavish Road with the
following conditions:
That a covenant is placed on the property restricting owners from
rental opportunities.
That any future non-adhering application will be assessed on a case
by case basis.

COUNCIL STATUS

ALC STATUS

Forward the ALR the Subdivision
Application for 14351McKechnie Road and
PID: 013-529-269 to the ALC with a
recommendation of support, and with a
condition that the property to the east have
a registered covenant on title that ensures
the property is not further subdivided.
Declined to forward the application to the
ALC

Approved by ALC on July 21, 2020
subject to 1 ac home site in southwest
corner of west lot

THAT Council:
A. Direct Staff to forward the NonAdhering residential Use Application
for 12266 McTavish Road to the
Agricultural Land Commission with a
recommendation of support; AND
B. Should the application be approved by
the ALC, require a covenant be placed
on the property prohibiting use of the
suite by non-family members.
CARRIED

Denied by ALC May 29, 2020

This application has been cancelled by
the applicant.
N/A
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AAC APPLICATION TRACKER
DATE

APPLICATION

COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION

NON-ADHERING
RESIDENTIAL USE
APPLICATION – 13445
NEAVES ROAD

It was MOVED and SECONDED THAT Council be informed that the
Agricultural Advisory Committee supports the non-adhering
residential use application for 13445 Neave Road in conjunction
with the following requirements:
A $50k bond be applied in conjunction with the existing home
being removed prior to Final Occupancy being issued.
The site of the original dwelling must be remediated and return to
farming use within two years after Final Occupancy is issued.

Jan 23,
2020

NON-ADHERING
RESIDENTIAL USE
APPLICATION – 19731
RICHARDSON ROAD

It was MOVED and SECONDED THAT Council be informed that the
Agricultural Advisory Committee supports the non-adhering
residential use application for 19731 Richardson Rd.
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Jan 23,
2020

COUNCIL STATUS

THAT Council:
A. Direct Staff to forward the NonAdhering Residential Use Application
for 13445 Neaves Road to the
Agricultural Land Commission with a
recommendation of support subject to
land remediation and a $50,000 bond
with the following understanding:
A.1. 50% of the bond to be returned
upon existing building demolition
which must occur within three
months subsequent to the
issuance of the occupancy permit
for the new building; AND
A.2. The remaining 50% of the bond
to be returned upon completion
of land remediation at existing
building site, which must be
completed within two years of
demolition.
CARRIED
Forwarded to the ALC with support at the
Feb. 11th, 2020 meeting

ALC STATUS

Under review - (current as of Feb. 3,
2021)

Approved by ALC April 30, 2020
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Agricultural Advisory Committee - Action Item Tracker
Meeting
Date:

Action Item:
1. CP to be invited to present to the members of the AAC at both the May
13th & September 9th meetings.
2. Discussion on logistics around CP and the members of the AAC working
in collaboration outside of the City’s platform.

11-Feb-21

3. Staff to review options on how to include other farmers in AAC meetings.
4. Staff to invite the new Manager of Operations, Cameron Reimer to our
next AAC meeting.
5. Letter from local farmer/resident of Pitt Meadows be shared with
presenters from CP Rail.

Status:
entered into tracker.

T. McCaw

Completed.

Member(s) of the AAC

Completed.

A. Berry

Completed.
The City was not granted permission by the author to share
the said letter with CP.

1.    A. Berry to coordinate a meeting with Co-Chair J. Bachman & Sgt. M.
Completed.
Luca from the Ridge Meadows RCMP.
2.    T. McCaw to email members of the AAC information regarding
Completed.
membership status and expiration.

19

14-Jan-21 3.    Invitation to S. Maki, Director of Engineering & Operations to provide
update to the AAC regarding fish friendly pump stations and provide a copy
of the City’s response letter to the members of the AAC.

Completed.
4.    Committee Terms of Reference to be reviewed to ensure the City is
Completed.
providing privacy protection to our volunteers.

1. Follow-up on 2021 AAC Budget.
2. Presentation on Flood Mitigation Plan for the City scheduled for
Completed.
January 2021.
3. Letter from the AAC to R. Evans giving thanks for his contributions to
the committee.
Anne to speak to Director of Finance and bring back
4.
Provide
an
update
on
the
2021
budget
for
the
AAC.
to AAC .
Balance of
5. Staff to look into how the S. Alouette River is being monitored and if
items
dredging is still being completed.
tracked in
A. Berry noted that this would be one of the members
2020
that would need to take the lead on this. On Feb 12,
4. Members of the AAC to put forward a letter to Council regarding their 2021. It was identified that this letters Is not needed
experience with the increased theft and homeless activity in the area.
at this time.
5. Staff to look into what percentage of approved non-farm use
applications were presented and approved by the AAC in the last 10 years
vs. ones that were presented and not approved by the AAC but still
approved by the ALC.
in progress..
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